
Add web info and sites for Brett Fors
Brett starts July 1, 2014. But his web presence at Cornell can start earlier than that date.

Cornell web pages containing the more formal information on Brett Fors
Brett's Cornell University main directory entry:

http://www.cornell.edu/search/index.cfm?tab=people&netid=bpf46

Brett's faculty entry in VIVO:

http://vivo.cornell.edu/display/bpf46

Brett's faculty entry within CCB's web site (fed from his VIVO data and a locally hosted photo):

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/detail.cfm?netid=bpf46

Brett's entry in three CCB web site directories (added 6/3/14):

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/index.cfm
http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/faculty.cfm
http://chemistry.cornell.edu/directories/directory.cfm

Still needs "Keywords", from Brett.

Brett's entry in CCB's faculty research matrix chart:

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/faculty-research.cfm

Contact info
Brett's office phone number is 4-1487 and his student labs are 4-1474 and 4-1475.
Brett's office is 283 PSB.

Need to do

In process

6/5/14: Oliver asked BobM at A&S Comm (per above link) to correct Fors entry in the faculty research matrix page:

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/faculty-research.cfm

Not yet in process

Oliver to contact Fors and:

Get from Brett his " " for his faculty page entry:keywords

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/faculty.cfm

Inform Brett of his office room number, phone number(s), group web site in Vivo.

http://vivo.cornell.edu/display/bpf46

Encourage Brett finish and make accessible his group's web site:

http://fors.chem.cornell.edu/
See: .CU Blogs are great for Research Groups

History regarding various pages:
Brett's Cornell University main directory entry, done when he obtained his NetID:

http://www.cornell.edu/search/index.cfm?tab=people&netid=bpf46

Brett's faculty entry in VIVO, done per special request from Oliver on 3/10/14:

http://vivo.cornell.edu/display/bpf46
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Brett's faculty entry within CCB's web site (fed from his VIVO data and locally hosted photo):

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/detail.cfm?netid=bpf46
Fixed 5/29/14. Per BobM (A&S Comm), "Turns out the original culprit was the LDAP query looking for data that doesn’t exist. I was 
actually able to pair down that query and add some tests to make it a bit more “odd-entry-proof.”

Brett's entry in three CCB web site directories (added by Oliver 6/3/14):

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/index.cfm
http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/faculty.cfm
http://chemistry.cornell.edu/directories/directory.cfm

Still needs "Keywords", from Brett.

Brett's entry in CCB's faculty research matrix chart (added 6/5/14, then corrected on 6/6/14, by BobM @ A&S Comm following request from Oliver):

http://chemistry.cornell.edu/faculty/faculty-research.cfm
Columns, "Organic" and "Materials", per Dave Collum (Friday, March 14, 2014 8:58 AM; Subject: Re: Faculty by Research Area matrix)

See also
Faculty members' representation in Chemistry web site, and how to change the info
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